
In an effort to more consistently present St. Mary’s High School to the public through proper branding, 
we are requiring the following for all spirit wear.

All St. Mary’s spirit wear—including apparel for clubs/
groups and that sold by the on-campus Pirate Store—
must prominently feature either the full Rusty logo (face 
and banner), the crest logo with the wordmark, or the St. 
Mary’s High School wordmark on either the front or back 
of the shirt. All spirit wear designs must be approved by the 
St. Mary’s Pirate Gear Group or Brand Manager.

Spirit Wear

Printed items that are used within our community must 
include the St. Mary’s High School wordmark and a 
branding block with the school’s contact information. 
Both of these can be provided by the Gear Group or  
Brand Manger.
All printed materials must be edited and approved by the 
Brand Manager or another staff member.

Printed Materials

Approved Logos

Color: Jolly Green/White
Pantone 18-6030 TCX 
Jolly Green
C: 89 R: 0
M: 28 G: 120
Y: 93 B: 68
K: 16
Web: #007844

The above logos are also available in one color  
versions, black versions, and versions with a gray 

outline for use on black backgrounds. 

Wordmarks can be provided as images.

Approved Wordmarks

Fonts

The Business Office has a fabric sample of Jolly Green for comparison.

St. Mary’s uses two official fonts to further brand the school. 
Minion Pro is an Adobe serif font used for the name  
St. Mary’s High School in our wordmarks. If you do not have 
Minion Pro, Garamond is an acceptable substitute. In digital 
media applications, such as Canva, PT Serif is an acceptable 
substitution. Myriad Pro, also an Adobe font, is our  
secondary font. Helvetica is an acceptable alternative on 
PCs. In digital media applications, such as Canva, PT Sans  
is an acceptable substitution.
Two decorative fonts have been chosen to complement the 
official fonts listed above. In online design programs such as 
Canva, Mistrully is a script font that can be used. This is the 
font used for the Signal header. XXXX is an Adobe font used 
for the Jolly Roger flag and the some club logos. The name 
of St. Mary’s High School CANNOT be written in either of 
these fonts. The word Pirates can be rendered in these fonts.

St. Mary’s Non-Athletic Branding

Please contact the Pirate Gear Group at 
PirateBranding@smhscs.org  

for approval of designs,  
as well as reproducible and  

any questions regarding branding.


